the natural fulfilment of an experience and training belonging peculiarly
to our own time and country,
SO WE BEGIN this working Fellowship as a kind of daily work-life,
Apprentices at work on buildings or in crafts which have a free individual
basis: a direct work-experience made healthy and fruitful by seeing Idea
as work and work as Idea take effect, actually, in the hand of the young
apprentice.
our home life must be simple. Meals in common. Fixed hours for
work, recreation, and sleep. Each worker will have his or her room for
study and rest. Suitable toilet accommodations will be made convenient
to all rooms. Entertainment too will be a feature of our life at home. Plays,
music in the evenings 5 the cinema and conferences to which musicians,
literary men, artists, and scientists will sometimes be invited and (occa-
sionally) the public. The beautiful region itself is never failing source of
inspiration and recreation for all concerned. Daily life will be planned to
benefit by its beauty.
Fellowship work in its manifold branches will come directly under the
influence of an organic philosophy: organic architecture for organic life.
At Taliesin this life will be lived with such sense of the Future as may
belong to the present.
The actual study of Architecture as a kind of practice will in this broad
sense be taken into detailed studies of building designs and principles of
construction. Eventually biology, typography, ceramics, woodcraft, and
textiles will be further taken into consideration. Those practical studies
will go hand in hand with characteristic model-making and soon will go
on to practical experiments in the crafts made by such apprentices as go
into the workshops which we hope to build.
Apprenticeship not Scholarship is to be the actual condition and should
be the attitude of mind of the Fellowship, A fair division of labour in
maintaining all branches of work will fall to the share of each member.
Especial predilections or idiosyncrasies, although respected, will not be
separately encouraged. There will be no age limit for apprentices but the
qualifications of each will be decided finally by Mr. Wright after a month's
trial in the Fellowship work. The right to reject any applicant at any time
is reserved—either before or after being formally received into the Fellow-
ship. The Fellowship, however, is not on trial. The apprentice is,
taliesin aims to develop a well-correlated human being: the correla-
tion between hand and the mind's eye most lacking in modern education.
As a primary requirement therefore each member of the Fellowship
will be asked to engage in all the daily work of necessary Fellowship main-
tenance. Wage slavery will be eliminated so far as possible.
the laboratories and machine shops are not yet built but, even-
tually, they will be planned next to the draughting room as shown in the
accompanying illustrations.
Studios and galleries are already built or being built. The first experi-
mental units ready are those of architectural construction and design, the
philosophy of architecture, typographical design, the printing of a publi-
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